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Abstract
It was conjectured that any neural network of any structure and arbitrary differentiable transfer
functions at the nodes cannot learn the following problem sample efficiently when trained with
gradient descent: The instances are the rows of a d-dimensional Hadamard matrix and the target
is one of the features, i.e. very sparse. We essentially prove this conjecture: We show that after
receiving a random training set of size k < d, the expected squared loss is still 1 − k/(d − 1). The
only requirement needed is that the input layer is fully connected and the initial weight vectors of
the input nodes are chosen from a rotation invariant distribution.

Surprisingly the same type of problem can be solved drastically more efficient by a simple
2-layer linear neural network in which the d inputs are connected to the output node by chains of
length 2 (Now the input layer has only one edge per input). When such a network is trained by
gradient descent, then it has been shown that its expected squared loss is log d

k . Our lower bounds
essentially show that a sparse input layer is needed to sample efficiently learn sparse targets with
gradient descent.

1. Introduction

Neural networks typically include fully connected layers as part of their architecture. We show that
this comes at a price. Networks with a fully connected input layer are rotation invariant in the sense
that rotating the input vectors does not affect the gradient descent (GD) training and the outputs
produced by the network during training and inference. More precisely for rotation invariance to
hold, the distributions used for choosing the initial weight vectors for the fully connected input layer
must be zero or rotation invariant as well. With this mild assumption, we will show that if the input
vectors are rows of a d-dimensional Hadamard matrix and if the target is one of the d features of the
input, then after seeing a random subset of k examples any such gradient descent trained network has
expected average squared loss at least 1 − k/(d− 1) on all d examples. That is, after seeing (d− 1)/2
examples, the squared loss is at least 1/2. Such a hardness result was conjectured in (Derezinski
and Warmuth, 2014) for any neural network trained with gradient descent without the additional
assumption that the input layer is fully connected and initialized by a rotation invariant distribution.

The lower bounds proven here are complemented by a recent result in (Amid and Warmuth,
2020b) which shows that a simple sparse 2-layer linear neural network when trained with gradient
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descent on k examples has expected squared loss log d
k .1 The network in question (called “spindly”

network in this paper) is a single linear neuron where each of the edges from the d inputs
is replaced by a duplicated (or “squared”) edge (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: The “spindly” net-
work in which each weight wi
of a linear neuron is reparame-
terized as u2i .

We introduce a number of novel lower bounding tech-
niques in this paper. The lower bounds have two compo-
nents: First, a mechanism is needed for assuring that the neu-
ral network does not get some key information about which
instances it has received. This is achieved by the orthogonal-
ity of the instances and certain assumptions on the structure,
initialization, and training of the neural network that guaran-
tees that the predictions of the network are invariant to rotat-
ing the inputs. The assumptions that assure this are that the
network has a fully connected input layer with a rotation in-
variant initialization which is trained with gradient descent.
Second, we must assure that the network cannot infer the tar-
get from the labels (while the number of training examples k
is less than d). We do this by randomly sign flipping or com-
plementing the k instances that are given to the network. An alternate method is to permute the
instances. With these two components in place, we show that such neural networks still have loss
1 − k/(d− 1) after seeing k < d examples. In the lower bounds, our assumptions assure that each
input weight vector equals its initialization plus a linear combination of the past instances. Since
the unseen instances are orthogonal and the network is uncertain about the target, the best way to
predict on the unseen instances is zero and this gives the lower bound. When the instances are rows
of Hadamard matrices or shifted bit versions of these matrices then lower bounds hold for learning
a single feature. We also show that a slightly weaker (1 − k/d)2 lower bound holds for learning a
single feature when the components of the instances are Gaussian instead of ±1-valued orthogonal
instances as for Hadamard.

In a second part we greatly expand the SVD based lower bound technique of Warmuth and
Vishwanathan (2005). This technique is for learning features of the Hadamard instances, however
now rows of the Hadamard matrix can be expanded with an arbitrary φ map and we do not re-
quire rotationally invariant initialization. When learning Hadamard features with fully connected
linear neural networks using gradient descent, then the rank r of a certain weight matrix is the
key limiting factor: The i-th column of that matrix is the combined weight vector after seeing
k examples with target feature i. One can show that the average loss of the gradient descent
based algorithm over the d target features is at least 1 − r/d and the rank for a single linear neu-
ron is at most k + 1 and for two layer linear networks, at most 2k + 1 (These rank bounds hold
for any initialization). This second technique gives incomparable lower bounds. In particular it
gives linear lower bounds when the instance matrix is random ±1 or {0,1} or Gaussian instead of
Hadamard. However the rank technique only applies to gradient descent trained fully connected
linear neural networks of up to two layers. The rank r is not easily bounded already for three layers.

1. For the sake of simplicity we only quote the bound when the target is a single noise-free feature. The gradient algo-
rithm does one pass over the examples and after each of the k examples is processed, forms a hypothesis by clipping
its predictions. The bound is proven using an online-to-batch conversion, i.e. the algorithm predicts randomly with
one of the past k hypotheses.
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Figure 2: One pass of GD with a sin-
gle linear neuron (left) and the spindly
network (right) when the instances
are the rows of a randomly permuted
Hadamard matrix (top) or a random
±1 matrix (bottom) (both of dimension
128) and the target is one of the input
features. As a function of the number of
seen examples k, we plot all 128 com-
bined weights on the inputs in blue and
the total average loss on all examples in
red.

In contrast, the rank immediately becomes d after
seeing log d many examples when learning with the
spindly network.

Curiously, the Hadamard problem can be seen as
an exponential expansion of a cryptographically se-
cure log d bit XOR problem (Bogdanov et al., 2019).
This allows multiplicative updates and their gradient
descent reparameterizations as the spindly network to
learn this problem sample efficiently, while no expan-
sion allows kernel method to avoid the linear lower
bounds. We expand on this in Appendix C.

Previous work The key idea of using squared
weight parameters goes back to Gunasekar et al.
(2017), who showed convergence of continuous gra-
dient descent (CGD) on the squared weight reformu-
lation to the minimum L1-norm solution in a ma-
trix factorization context. The matrix analysis in-
cludes the spindly network as a special case where
the factors are diagonal. It was shown later in (Amid
and Warmuth, 2020a) that CGD on the spindly net-
work equals to continuous unnormalized exponen-
tiated gradient update (EGU) on a single neuron.2

Amid and Warmuth (2020b) also showed worst case
regret bounds for the spindly network with discrete
GD updates. These bounds closely match the original
bound shown previously in (Kivinen and Warmuth,
1997) for EGU. In contrast, linear lower bounds for GD on a single linear neuron were shown in
(Warmuth and Vishwanathan, 2005) when the instances are the ±1 valued rows of a Hadamard ma-
trix and the target is a single feature. The linear behavior of SGD for single linear neurons holds
experimentally even when the instances are random [−1, 1]d or [0, 1]d vectors. On the other hand,
the regret bounds for the spindly network was shown for the case where instances are from the
domain [0, 1]d.3 Nevertheless, the exponential decay of the average loss of SGD on the spindly net-
work can be shown experimentally even when instances are random [−1, 1]d vectors (see Figure 2
for a comparison). Note that Amid and Warmuth (2020b) discussed this observation only on an
experimental level. Also, the domain mismatch in the upper and lower bounds was not addressed
in the previous work. In order to close this gap, we extend the linear lower bound for a single linear
neuron trained with GD to the case where the instances are in [0, 1]d. The technique for proving this
type of lower bound (called second technique above) was originally introduced in (Warmuth and
Vishwanathan, 2005). By averaging over targets, the linear lower bound was shown for learning
Hadamard features even if the instances are embedded by an arbitrary φ map, thus showing that
Hadamard features cannot be learned by any kernel method. This type of lower bound relies on
the flat SVD spectrum of the Hadamard matrix. The spectrum of random ±1 matrices is also suf-

2. EGU is the paradigmatic multiplicative update (a mirror descent update based on the log link).
3. More generally, for [0, R]d for some R > 0.
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ficiently flat to lead to a lower bound for any kernel methods.4 In this paper, we apply this second
proof methodology to obtain similar linear lower bounds for GD trained 2-layer fully connected
linear neural networks with arbitrary initialization.

Note that this paper is not per se about hardness results for learning certain unusual functions
with neural networks (Telgarsky, 2016; Safran and Shamir, 2017). Instead we build on the work
of Warmuth and Vishwanathan (2005); Warmuth et al. (2014) that study algorithms i.t.o. their
invariance properties and prove linear lower bounds for rotation invariant algorithm (that include
GD trained neural networks with fully connected input layers). These lower bounds can be bypassed
by sparsifying the input layer (Figure 1).

Outline. We begin with some basic definitions in Section 2 and proceed to prove our single feature
lower bounds in Section 3. We then discuss the weaknesses of these bounds and then give extensions
of the SVD based lower bound techniques (mostly relegated to the appendices). Open problems are
discussed in the conclusion section.

2. Notations and setup

An example (x, y) consists of a d-dimensional input vector x and real label y. We specify a learning
problem as a tuple (X

n,d
,y
n
) containing n examples, where the rows of input matrix X are the n

(transposed) input vectors and the target y is a vector of their labels. For the sake of proving lower
bounds, we will also consider learning problems having multiple targets (X

n,d
, Y
n,m

), where now the

columns of Y specify the separate targets. The training set always consists of the first k ≤ n
examples of the problem (Xtr

k,d
,ytr
k

) = (X1:k,:,y1:k). If there is more than one target, then the labels

must come from the same target, i.e. y = Y ei for some i = 1, . . . ,m (where ei is a vector with 1
on the i-th coordinate, and zeros elsewhere).

A prediction algorithm is a real valued function ŷ(x |(Xtr,ytr)) where x ∈ Rd is the next
input vector / test vector and (Xtr,ytr) are the past training examples. With a slight abuse of
the definition, we allow the function value of ŷ to be randomized (a random variable), based on
some internal randomness of the algorithm. The accuracy of prediction ŷ on an example (x, y)
is measured by means of a loss function L(y, ŷ) ∈ R+. We begin by discussing the minimal
requirements we need on the loss function.

Definition 1 A loss function for +1/ − 1 labels is called regular if minŷ
L(−1,ŷ)+L(+1,ŷ)

2 = c for
some c > 0. Similarly for 0/1 labels, the loss is regular if minŷ

L(0,ŷ)+L(1,ŷ)
2 = c′ for some c′ > 0.

For the lower bound to apply to neural network training with gradient descent, we additionally
require L(y, ŷ) to be differentiable in ŷ. The constants c or c′ in the above definition will enter into
the lower bounds. However this detail is a distraction and for the sake of concreteness, we state our
theorems in the body of the paper only for the squared loss L(y, ŷ) = (y − ŷ)2 (when c = 1 and
c′ = 1/4). In Appendix B we then give an example of how the main lower bound theorems of the
next section generalize to regular losses.

4. With some additional combinatorial techniques, the method also leads to linear lower bounds for single neurons with
essentially any transfer function (Derezinski and Warmuth, 2014).
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A prediction algorithm ŷ(· |(Xtr,ytr)) is called rotation invariant (Warmuth and Vishwanathan,
2005) if for any orthogonal matrix U

d,d
and any input x ∈ Rd:

ŷ(Ux|(XtrU
>,ytr)) = ŷ(x|(Xtr,ytr)) . (1)

In other words, the prediction ŷ(x, (Xtr,ytr)) for any input x remains the same if we rotate both
x and Xtr by matrix U . If the algorithm is randomized, then ŷ is a random variable and the
equality sign in equation (1) of the above definition of rotation invariance should be interpreted
as “identically distributed”. Our lower bounds in Section 3 will hold for any rotation invariant
algorithm.

In this paper, a neural network with a fully connected input layer is any real valued prediction
function of the form ŷ = N(x

d

>W
d,h
,Z), where x is a real input vector, the h columns of W are

the weight vectors at the h input neurons, and Z is a fixed set of additional weights (in the upper
layers). We only require that N must be differentiable in W . Note that the parameters (W ,Z)
naturally depend on the examples (Xtr,ytr).

We claim that a neural network with a fully connected input layer, trained by gradient descent,
is rotation invariant, and is thus amenable to all lower bounds shown in Section 3.

Theorem 2 A neural network is rotation invariant if: (i) it has a fully connected input layer (as
defined above) in which (ii) the nodes of the input layer are initialized randomly to W0

d,h
which has

a rotation invariant distribution, i.e. for any orthogonal matrix U , W0 and UW0 are identically
distributed. Furthermore, (iii) the input layer is updated with gradient descent on the training set
(Xtr,ytr), and (iv) the additional weights are initialized to any Z0 and updated to an arbitrary
function of Z0, the past outputsXtrW of the bottom layer, and the labels ytr.

Note that any gradient descent update of Z clearly satisfies (iv).
Proof Let Wt and Zt be the weights of the network after initializing at W0 and Z0 and running t
steps of gradient descent. We show that if the initial weight matrix and the training set are rotated
by an orthogonal matrix U , i.e.,W0 → UW0 andXtr →XtrU

>, then the weights of the network
undergo the transformation Wt → UWt and Zt → Zt for all t. The latter is straightforward from
the former and the fact that Zt depend onXtr only through the past outputsXtrWj (j = 0, . . . , t−
1) of the bottom layer and these outputs remain invariant under U as XtrWj → XtrU

>UWj =
XtrWj .

We will showWt → UWt by induction on t. This guarantees that the prediction of the rotated
network on input x→ Ux remains the same, as

N(x>U>UWt,Zt) = N(x>Wt,Zt),

and the rotation invariance then follows from the assumption that UW0 and W0 are identically
distributed.

For proving the induction, first note that the gradient of the loss with respect to Wt−1 on an
example (x, y) has the form xδ>, where δ = ∇aN(a,Zt−1) and a = x>Wt−1 are the current
linear activations at the input layer. By the inductive hypothesis, Wt−1 → UWt−1 (and Zt−1 →
Zt−1). Thus every linear activation a (and also δ) is invariant under U as a → x>U>UWt−1 =
x>Wt−1 = a. So the gradient undergoes a transformation xδ> → Uxδ>. This lets us conclude
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that Wt obtained from Wt−1 by adding another gradient w.r.t. some examples from (Xtr,ytr)
undergoes a transformationWt → UWt.

3. Lower bounds for single target, any rotation invariant algorithm

In this section we prove lower bounds which hold for any rotation invariant algorithm. In particular,
they hold for a neural network which satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 2.

We start with a simplifying observation: If the loss L(y, ŷ) is convex in ŷ then for the pur-
pose of proving lower bounds it suffices to consider deterministic algorithms. This is because any
randomized algorithm ŷ, can be turned into a deterministic algorithm ŷdet:

ŷdet(x|(Xtr,ytr)) := E [ŷ(x|(Xtr,ytr))] (expectation w.r.t. internal randomization),

which by Jensen’s inequality has loss no greater than the expected loss of ŷ on any instance:

L(y, ŷdet(x|(Xtr,ytr))) = L (y,E [ŷ(x|(Xtr,ytr))]) ≤ E [(L(y, ŷ(x|(Xtr,ytr)))] .

In other words, as long as the loss is convex, it suffices to consider the expected output of the
algorithm (w.r.t. internal randomization). Clearly, if the original algorithm ŷ is rotation invariant
(i.e. the distribution of its output is invariant under rotation of the data), then so is the deterministic
one ŷdet. To simplify the presentation we only prove the lower bounds in this section for squared
loss and consequently for deterministic algorithms. However in Appendix B, we will strengthen
the lower bound theorems 3-5 of this section to randomized rotation invariant algorithms and the
general class of regular loss functions specified in Definition 1.

Hadamard matrices are square±1 matrices whose rows/columns are orthogonal. We assume the
first row and column consists of all ones. We begin with a problem in which the instances are the
rows of a d-dimensional Hadamard matrix and there is a single target, which is the constant function
1, i.e. the problem (H

d,d
, 1
d,1

). This is too easy, as any algorithm which always predicts 1 has zero loss.

So for each sign pattern s ∈ {+1,−1}d, consider the problem in which the rows of H and 1 are
sign flipped by s, i.e. the problem (diag(s)H, s). Note that no matter what sign pattern s we use,
the linear weight vector e1 has zero loss on this problem, as diag(s)He1 = diag(s)1 = s. Since
the sign pattern is chosen uniformly, the algorithm is unable to learn from the labels and needs to
rely on the information in the inputs diag(s)H . Below we show that no rotation invariant algorithm
is able exploit this information beyond the training examples and thus cannot do better than random
guessing on the unseen examples.

Theorem 3 For any rotation invariant algorithm, receiving the first k examples of the problem
(diag(s)H

d,d
, s) where the random sign pattern s ∈ {−1,+1}d is chosen uniformly, the expectation

w.r.t. s of the average squared loss on all d examples is at least 1− k/d.

Proof We first rotate the instance matrix of all the 2d sign flipped problems to a scaled identity
matrix. Define a rotation matrix Us as 1/

√
d diag(s)H . The predictions of any rotation invariant

algorithm on (diag(s)H, s) and (diag(s)HU>s , s) = (
√
dI, s) are the same. Note that the rotated

linear weight of the target s is Use1 = 1/
√
d s.

Now fix s1:k. The algorithm receives the same first k training examples for each problem
(
√
dI, s). Also since s(k+1):d is chosen uniformly, each of the d − k unseen examples are labeled
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±1 with equal probability. So the best prediction on these d−k examples is 0, incurring squared loss
at least 1 for each unseen example. We conclude that the expected average loss on all d examples is
at least (d− k)/d = 1− k/d.

Note that in this lower bound, the algorithms have squared loss at least 1/2 at k = d/2. An
alternate related proof technique, sketched in Appendix A, flattens the lower bound curve using a
duplication trick that moves the half point arbitrary far out.

Our next goal is to obtain a similar proof for the hardness of learning a constant function when
the instance domain is {0, 1}d instead of {−1,+1}d. We do this because the upper bounds or EGU
and its reparameterization with the spindly network require non-negative features. As for the above
theorem, we only give a simplified version below, but this theorem can also be generalized using
the techniques of Appendix B.

The function (x+ 1)/2 shifts a±1 variable x to 0/1. We essentially shift the previous proof using
this transformation. For some reason which will become clear, we first need to remove the first row
of H which is all 1. Let H̃

d−1,d
be the Hadamard matrix H with the first row removed. Our initial

problem is now
(
1/2(H̃ + 1

d−1,d
), 1
d−1

)
. Since H̃1 = 0 all d − 1 rows of H̃ have an equal number

of ±1’s and therefore the rows of 1/2(H̃ + 1) have an equal number of 0/1’s. Instead of doing
random sign flipping of the rows as we did for H , we now complement each row of 1/2(H̃ + 1)

with probability 1/2. If h is a row of H̃ , then 1/2(±h+ 1) are two complementary rows of bits that
are the shifted versions of ±h.

Theorem 4 For any rotation invariant algorithm, receiving the first k examples of the problem
(1/2(diag(s̃)H̃ + 1), 1/2(s̃ + 1)) where the random sign pattern s̃ ∈ {−1,+1}d−1 is chosen
uniformly, the expectation w.r.t. s̃ of the average squared loss on all d − 1 examples is at least
1
4(1− k

d−1).

Proof We rotate the instance matrices of all the 2d−1 randomly complemented problems to a fixed
matrix. Define a rotation matrixUs̃ as 1/

√
d diag([1; s̃])H . The predictions of any rotation invariant

algorithm on the problems (1/2(diag(s̃)H̃ + 1), 1/2(s̃ + 1)) and their rotations (1/2(diag(s̃)H̃ +
1)U>s̃ , 1/2(s̃ + 1)) = (

√
d/2[ 1

d−1,1
,diag(s̃)
d−1,d−1

], 1/2(s̃ + 1)) are the same. Note that the rotated linear

weight of the target 1/2(s̃+ 1) equals Us̃e1 = 1/
√
d [1; s̃].

Without loss of generality the algorithm receives the first k examples of each rotated problem
during training. Since s̃ is chosen uniformly, each of the d−1−k unseen examples are labeled 0/1
with equal probability. So the best prediction on these d− 1− k examples is 1/2, incurring squared
loss at least 1/4 for each unseen example. Thus the expected average loss on all d − 1 examples
lower bounded by d−1−k

4 (d−1) = 1
4(1− k

d−1).

We next prove a lower bound for the Hadamard problem that was conjectured to be hard to
learn by any neural network trained with gradient descent (Derezinski and Warmuth (2014)). The
constant target is now any fixed column h of H other than the first one. We exploit that fact that h
has an equal number of ±1 labels and randomly permute the rows of H and the target labels. The
only available information to the rotation invariant algorithm are the k labels seen in the training
sample. Therefore, the best prediction of the algorithm can be deduced from the average count of
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the remaining labels. On expectation, this gives a lower bound of 1 − k
d−1 on the average squared

loss, which is only slightly weaker than the bound of Theorem 3.

Theorem 5 For any rotation invariant algorithm, receiving the first k examples of the problem
(PH,Ph), where h = Hei for some fixed i ∈ {2, . . . , d} is the i-th column of H , and P is a
permutation matrix chosen uniformly at random, the expectation w.r.t. P of the average square loss
on all d examples is at least 1− k

d−1 .

Proof Define a rotation matrix U as 1/
√
dPH . The predictions of any rotation invariant algorithm

on (PH,Ph) and (PHU>,Ph) = (
√
dI,Ph) are the same. The algorithm receives the first

k examples of each problem (
√
dI,Ph) as training examples. Since the problems are permuted

uniformly, every permutation of the unseen d− k labels is equally likely. So the best prediction on
the d − k unseen labels is the average count of the unseen labels (which the algorithm can deduce
from the count of the seen labels and the fact that h has an equal number of±1 labels.) If we denote
the number of unseen +1/− 1 labels as q and (d− k)− q, respectively, then the best prediction on
all unseen labels is ŷ = q−(d−k−q)

d−k . The total squared loss on all unseen examples is thus at least:

q(1− ŷ)2 + (d− k − q)(−1− ŷ)2 =
4

d− k
q(d− k − q).

In Appendix D we show that q follows a hyper geometric distribution, by which we can compute
the expected total loss as

4

d− k
E[q(d− k − q)] = d− kd

d− 1
.

Lower bounding the loss of the algorithm on seen examples by 0, and dividing by d, the expected
average loss over all d− 1 examples is at least 1− k

d−1 .

3.1. Lower bound for random Gaussian inputs

The lower bounds in the previous section result from feeding a rotation invariant algorithm instances
which are all orthogonal to each other. Restricting the instances to be orthogonal might seem spe-
cialized. Therefore in this section we show that rotation invariant algorithms are also unable to
efficiently learn a problem in which the entries ofX follow an i.i.d. standard Gaussian distribution,
while the labels y of the rows are generated noise-free by a fixed linear weight vector w? of unit
length5, i.e. y = Xw?, and the loss is the squared loss function. We assume thatw? is known to the
learner. This problem is thus trivially learnable from zero examples by a straightforward (decidedly
non-rotation invariant) linear prediction rule ŷ(x) = x>w?.

More precisely consider the problem (X
d,d
, y
d,1

), where the d rows x> of X are drawn i.i.d. from

N( 0
d,1
, I
d,d

), or equivalently all d2 elements ofX are i.i.d. fromN(0, 1). Furthermore, y = Xw? for

somew? with ‖w?‖ = 1. Note that the setup is noise-free asw? has zero loss on any such (X,y).
The standard Gaussian distribution is rotation invariant: if x ∼ N(0, I) then Ux ∼ N(0, I) for
any orthogonal matrixU . In fact, the whole analysis in this section would equally well apply to any
rotation invariant distribution with covariance matrix I , but we keep the Gaussian distribution for
the sake of simplicity.

5. For non-unit length targets the lower bounds simply scale by ‖w?‖2.
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Theorem 6 For any rotation invariant algorithm, receiving the first k examples of the problem
(X
d,d
,y
d,1

=Xw?

d,1
), where all entries ofX are i.i.d. from N(0, 1) andw? is any weight vector of length

1, the expectation w.r.t. X of the average squared loss on all d examples is at least (1− k/d)2.

This lower bound (1 − k/d)2 = 1 − 2 k/d + (k/d)2 is slightly weaker than the ones for orthogonal
instances. Yet the algorithm still has expected loss at least 1/4 after seeing half of the examples. Note
that the previous lower bounds of this section (Theorems 3-5) can be generalized to regular losses
(See Appendix B). However we do not know how to generalize the above and below theorems for
Gaussian instances from the square loss to a larger class of losses.
Proof (sketch, full proof in Appendix E) We first show that a rotation invariant algorithm has the
same expected average loss for any w? with ‖w?‖ = 1, as both the data and w? can be rotated
without changing the data distribution or the predictions of the algorithm. Then we consider a
problem in which w? itself is drawn uniformly from a unit sphere, and show that every algorithm
(not necessarily rotation invariant) has expected average loss at least (1 − k/d)2 on all examples
where the expectation is taken with respect to a random choice of w? and X . It then follows from
the first argument that a rotation invariant algorithm has expected average loss at least (1− k/d)2 for
any choice of w?.

We note that the lower bound of Theorem 6 is tight and matched by the (rotation invariant) least
squares algorithm (proof in Appendix F).

Theorem 7 Consider the problem (X
d,d
,y
d,1

=Xw?

d,1
), where all entries of X are i.i.d. from N(0, 1)

and w? is any weight vector of length 1. On this problem the least squares algorithm, which upon
seeing k examples predicts with the weight vector w = X†1:k,:y1:k, where A† denotes the pseudo-
inverse ofA, has expected average loss (1− k/d)2 on all d examples, where the expectation is w.r.t.
the random choice ofX .

4. Shortcomings of single target lower bound technique

1. For example for the proof of Theorem 3 (and Appendix H), the rotation invariant initializa-
tion of the fully connected input nodes is a necessary requirement: If all input nodes were
initialized to e1, then the network would learn with zero examples because

sihi︸︷︷︸
sign flipped i-th instance

· e1︸︷︷︸
w0

= si.

2. The lower bound is also broken if the instances are embedded by an arbitrary feature map
Rd 3 x 7→ φ(x) ∈ Rm, as allowed by kernel methods. For example, all rows of H can be
embedded as the same row, φ(hi) = e1. Now after the fully connected input nodes all receive
the sign flipped first instance s1e1 as their input, we are essentially in the target initialized
case.

3. The lower bounds shown so far mostly require the instances to be orthogonal. We already
showed that random Gaussian features lead to a slightly weaker lower bound for sparse targets
(Theorem 6). However ideally we want lower bounds when the features are random ±1.
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In the next section we show that in a special case, the initialization w0 = 0 can be shown to be
optimal. We then expand the SVD based lower bounding technique of Warmuth and Vishwanathan
(2005) which covers the case of arbitrary initialization and random ±1 features. However so far, all
of this only works for linear neural networks with up to two fully connected layers.

5. Zero initial weight vector is optimal for a single linear neuron

Theorem 8 Consider learning the problem (H, [1,−1]) on a single linear neuron with any initial-
izationw0. Assume the algorithm updates with gradient descent based on the first k instances. Then
the average squared loss over all d instances and both targets is at least 1 − k/d and is minimized
when w0,k+1:d = 0.

Proof Since the algorithm is rotation invariant6, it is convenient to switch to proving the lower
bound for the problem (

√
d I, [1,−1]) and any w0. For both targets, the algorithms weight vector

is w0 plus a linear combination of the first k instances
√
dei, i.e. w = w0 + [ b

1,k
, 0
1,d−k

]>, where

b depends on the target. For any unseen instance
√
dej for j > i, the linear neuron predicts√

de>j w =
√
dw0,j on both targets when the label is e>j (±1) = ±1. So the average loss is at least

1/2d

d∑
j=k+1

(
(
√
dw0,i − 1)2 + (

√
dw0,i + 1)2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

minimized when w0,j = 0

≥ 1

2d
2(d− k) = 1− k

d
.

This proves that the initialization w0,j = 0 is optimal for all j > k.

This type of lower bounds does not work for a single target (say 1) because w0 could be set to
generate this target and no loss would be incurred. By additionally permuting the rows of H , we
can force all components of w0 to 0.

6. SVD based lower bounds for linear neural nets

An alternative second technique for deriving lower bounds for learning the Hadamard problem using
gradient descent (GD) uses the SVD spectrum of the design matrix (Warmuth and Vishwanathan,
2005).7 The main idea is to lower bound the loss on all examples averaged over all targets based on
the tail sum of the squared singular values of a matrix Y containing the label vectors of all targets
as columns. The instances are the transposed rows of Y

n,d
, transformed by an arbitrary feature map

φ :Rd→Rm.We first present this technique in its simplest form.

Theorem 9 ((Warmuth and Vishwanathan, 2005)) For any φ map, the average squared loss for
learning the problem (φ(Y )

n,m
, Y
n,d

) after seeing any 0 ≤ k ≤ rank(Y ) training instances and using

GD on a single linear neuron with zero initialization is lower bounded by 1
nd

∑rank(Y )
i=k+1 s2i , where si

is the i-th singular value of Y in the decreasing order.

6. To be more precise, the rotation invariance is broken by an arbitrary intialization w0, but the algorithm’s prediction
are the same after rotating the data, if we also rotate w0. Since w0 is arbitrary, we can as well consider its rotated
version as the initialization.

7. See Kamath et al. (2020) for a more recent paper based on similar lower bound techniques.
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Proof For a fixed target column yi of Y
n,d

and after seeing k arbitrary rows φ(Ŷ )
k,m

, the weight vector

of the GD algorithm can be written as a linear combination of these rows, i.e. w = φ(Ŷ )>aj for
some aj ∈ Rk. We can now write the average squared loss as

1

nd

∑
j∈[d]

‖φ(Y )φ(Ŷ )>aj − yj‖2 =
1

nd
‖

rank-k︷ ︸︸ ︷
φ(Y )φ(Ŷ )>︸ ︷︷ ︸

m,k

A
k,d
−Y ‖2F ≥

1

nd

rank(Y )∑
i=k+1

s2i ,

whereA is the matrix with j-th column equal to aj .

Notice that the above relies on the fact that for any rank 0 ≤ k ≤ rank(Y ), the squared loss of
any rank k approximation of matrix Y is lower bounded by the sum of the smallest rank(Y ) − k
squared singular values of Y . As a result, the bound is effective only when Y has a flat spectrum.
The original bound of Theorem 9 was proposed for learning the d-dimensional Hadamard matrix
Y = H with n = d. In this case ‖H‖2F = d2, rank(H) = d, and all d singular values s2i are equal
to d. Thus the lower bound reduces to 1

d2
(d − k)d = 1 − k

d , for 0 ≤ k ≤ d. When Y contains
random ±1 features, then the tail of a square spectrum is tightly concentrated and the lower bound
becomes 1− ck

d where c>0 (Appendix H).
We next observe that with any (fixed) initialization w0 of the single neuron, the rank of weight

matrix goes up by one and the lower bound becomes 1
nd

∑rank(Y )
i=k+1+1 s

2
i . We show this for a doubled

version of the Hadamard problem, with targets ±hj for j ∈ [n], because this helps with the proof
of the next theorem.

Theorem 10 For any φ map, the average squared loss for learning the problem
(φ(H), [H,−H]) from any 0 ≤ k ≤ d training instances and using GD on a single linear neuron
with any initialization is lower bounded by 1− k+1

d .

Proof Similar to the proof of Theorem 9, we have

1

2d2
‖

rank k + 1︷ ︸︸ ︷
φ(H)(φ(Ĥ)>

m,k

A+w0
m,1

1>
1,2d

)−[H,−H]‖2F =
1

2d2

d∑
i=k+2

s2i =
(d−(k+1))(2d)

2d2
= 1− k+1

d
.

The above lower bound is not directly comparable with the available upper bounds for the spindly
network which require the input features and labels to be in a the range [0, X] and [0, Y ], respec-
tively, for some constants X,Y > 0. However we can shift the ±1 features of Y to 0/1 as was
done for Theorem 4. The spectrum essentially remains flat.

In particular, we need to compute the SVD spectrum of M
d,2d

:= ([H,−H] + 1
d,2d

)/2. Matrix

H contains a column of all ones. Thus rank(M) = rank(H) = d. Also all rows of M have equal
number of 1’s and 0’s (d many). Thus ‖M‖2F = d2. Note that we have

MM> = ([H,−H] + 1
d,2d

)/2 ([H,−H] + 1
d,2d

)>/2

= (2d I
d,d

+ 2 0
d,d

+ 2d 1
d,d

)/4 =
d

2
( I
d,d

+ 1
d,d

).
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Recall that the s2i of M are the eigenvalues of MM> sorted in decreasing order. The following
shows the eigensystem ofMM> is H√

d
and also gives its eigenvalues:

H>√
d

d

2
( I
d,d

+ 1
d,d

)
H√
d

= H>( I
d,d

+ 1
d,d

)H/2 = (H> + d [1; 0
d−1,1

]>) H/2

=
d

2
I
d,d

+
d2

2
diag([1, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸

d−1

]) = diag([
d2

2
+
d

2
,
d

2
, . . . ,

d

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
d−1

]) ,

where we use the fact that the first row and column of H have all ones and all remaining rows and
columns have an equal number of ±1’s. The following lower bound carries immediately.

Corollary 11 For any φ map, the average squared loss for learning the problem (φ(H), ([H,
−H]+1)/2) after seeing any 0 ≤ k ≤ d training instances and using GD on a single linear neuron
with any initialization is lower bounded by 1

2d2
(d− k − 1)d2 = 1

4 −
k+1
4d .

We now consider a two-layer network with fully connected linear layers having weights W (1)

m,h
and

w(2)

h,1
, respectively, where m is the input dimension and h is the number of hidden units. Assume

we are learning the problem (X = φ(Y ),Y ) with gradient descent based on the first k training
examples (Xtr =X1:k,:,ytr =y1:k).

Theorem 12 After seeing k training examples (Xtr,ytr), GD training keeps the combined weight
W (1)w(2) in the span of [W

(1)
0 w

(2)
0 ,W

(1)
0 (W

(1)
0 )>X>tr ,Xtr], which is rank ≤ 2k + 1.

The above rank bound (proven in Appendix G) immediately gives a lower bound of 1 − 2k+1
d

for (φ(H),H). We conjecture the lower bound can be improved to 1 − k+1
d (which is observed

experimentally). Since the rank bound of 2k + 1 can be tight, we see that the rank argument gets
weak. For three layers the rank goes up too quickly for this methodology to be useful.

7. Conclusion

We show in this paper that GD trained neural networks with a fully connected input layer and
rotation invariant initialization at the input nodes cannot sample efficiently learn single components.
Most of our lower bounds use the rows of Hadamard matrices as instances which use ±1 features.
We show a slightly weaker but still linear lower bound (for the square loss) when the features are
Gaussian, and we conjecture that the same weaker lower bound also holds for random±1 features.8

It would also be interesting to further characterize the power of fully connected linear networks.
We made some progress by extending the SVD based method of Warmuth and Vishwanathan (2005)
which provides linear lower bounds for learning the components of random±1 matrices even when
the instances are transformed with an arbitrary φ map and when an arbitrary initialization is used.
For this method it is necessary to bound the rank of a certain weight matrix, but we were only able
to do this for up to two fully connected layers.

The main lower bounds for GD trained neural networks with fully connected rotation invariantly
initialized input layers (e.g. Theorem 3 and Appendix B) are for a fixed target component. We

8. From random matrix theory we know that the spectral properties of random Gaussian and random ±1 matrices are
essentially the same (Tao, 2012).
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conjecture that if we average over target components, then the same linear lower bounds still holds
even if arbitrary feature map transformations are allowed on the instances. However, totally different
proof techniques would be needed to prove this conjecture. The SVD based techniques are certainly
insufficient.

Finally, there are many technical open problems regarding the GD training of the spindly net-
work (Figure 1): Do the regret bounds still hold when the domain is [−1, 1]d instead of [0, 1]d? Is
clipping of the predictions necessary? Experimentally the network still learns efficiently if all 2d
weight are initialized with random positive numbers or if the d bottom weights are initialized to 0.
However the regret bounds of (Amid and Warmuth, 2020b) do not hold for these cases.
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support by NSF grant IIS-1546459. W. Kotłowski was supported by the Polish National Science
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Appendix A. Alternate proof style related to Theorem 3 that interleaves duplicated
positive and negative rows of Hadamard.

Instead of using sign flipped rows of H , we use the following instance matrix: Matrix Xq (for
q ≥ 1) consists of q copies of the first row of H , followed by q copies of minus the first row, q
copies of the second, q copies of minus the second, . . ., for a total of 2q d rows. The label vector
yq is again the first column of Xq, i.e. it consists of alternating blocks of (+1)q and (−1)q. After
receiving the first k examples of (Xq,yq), LLS has average loss

1−
2qd k2q e

2q d
, (2)

on all 2q d examples because it predicts 0 on all unseen block pairs. (See saw tooth curve in Figure 3
in which each tooth drops by 1/d and then stays flat for 2q − 1 steps).

Figure 3: Bound of Thm. 3 (dotted) &
bounds for sampling from (X2,y2) w.o.
replacement (solid) and i.i.d. (dash-
dot).

Also if each pair 1 ≤ i ≤ d of blocks is randomly
swapped, i.e. the q rows of minus row i come before the
q rows of plus row i, then after receiving k examples, the
expected average squared loss is lower bounded by the
same saw tooth curve, where the expectation is w.r.t. d
random swaps. This is because in that case the optimal
prediction for any GD trained neural network on all un-
seen blocks is 0 (proof not shown). This q “duplication
trick” moves the point where the loss is half to k = q d
and the loss 0 point to k = 2q d (See Figure 3).

Also note that training on the first k examples of
random permutations of (Xq,yq) for large q approxi-
mates sampling with replacement on this type of prob-
lem. Again the optimal algorithm must predict zero on
all i, s.t. row i nor minus row i have not been sampled
yet. We believe that our sampling w.o. replacement lower
bounds are more succinct, because they avoid the coupon collector problem for collecting the d row
pairs: For the sake of completeness, the expected squared loss after picking k i.i.d. examples from
(X1,y1) is

(1− 1/d)k, (3)

which is the expected number of pairs not collected yet (See plot in Figure 3 for comparison).

Appendix B. Proof of Theorem 3 for the general class of regular losses

Here we extend Theorem 3 to arbitrary losses which only satisfy Definition 1. (The lower bound
theorems 4-5 of Section 3 generalize analogously.) Since we now do not assume convexity of the
loss any more, we need to consider a randomized rotation invariant algorithm (as the randomized
algorithms are no longer dominated by deterministic ones). Formally, let θ denote a collection
of random variables (independent of the data), which represent the internal randomization of the
algorithms. Given the training sample (Xtr,ytr) and the input x, the prediction of the algorithm is
a random variable ŷθ(x|(Xtr,ytr)). The algorithm is rotation invariant if for any orthogonal matrix
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U ,
ŷθ(x|(Xtr,ytr)) and ŷθ(Ux|(XtrU

>,ytr)) , (4)

are identically distributed.
In the context of neural networks, the random variables θ consist of the random initialization

W0 as well as additional random variables used by the algorithm. We assume that θ is not affected
by rotating the instances. Also as in the deterministic algorithm case, if the weights W at the
bottom layer are updated with gradient descent, then rotating the instances causes the weights W
to be counter rotated and the predictions stay unchanged.

We now continue with the general proof using assumption (4) for the case of Theorem 3. Take
a problem (diag(s)H, s) with the sign pattern s ∈ {−1,+1}d chosen uniformly at random, and
assume the algorithm has received its first k examples, (X1:k,:, s1:k). Define a rotation matrix
Us = 1/

√
d diag(s)H . The expected total loss of the algorithm on the unseen examples is

expected loss = EsEθ

[
d∑

t=k+1

L
(
st, ŷθ(xt|(X1:k,:, s1:k))

)]

(∗)
= EsEθ

[
d∑

t=k+1

L
(
st, ŷθ(Usxt|(X1:k,:U

>
s , s1:k))

)]

= EsEθ

[
d∑

t=k+1

L
(
st, ŷθ(

√
det|(

√
dI1:k,:, s1:k))

)]

= EθEs1:kEs(k+1):d|s1:k

[
d∑

t=k+1

L
(
st, ŷθ(

√
det|(

√
dI1:k,:, s1:k))

)]

≥ EθEs1:k

[
1

2

d∑
t=k+1

min
ŷ∈R

{
L
(
− 1, ŷ) + L

(
+ 1, ŷ)

}]

= (d− k) min
ŷ∈R

{
1

2
(L
(
− 1, ŷ) + L

(
+ 1, ŷ))

}
≥ (d− k)c,

where in (∗) we used the rotation invariance of the algorithm and the last inequality follows from
Definition 1. Lower bounding the loss of the algorithm on seen examples by zero, the average
expected loss of the rotation invariant algorithm is at least 1/d (d− k)c = (1− k/d)c. �

It is worthwhile to check if the lower bounds for Hadamard data also hold for other type of ran-
domization beyond rotation invariance. As an interesting example, consider reflective invariant dis-
tributions. The distribution P is reflective invariant if ∀ θ, P (θ) = P (−θ). The question is whether
a lower bound can be proven for a neural network trained with a gradient descent method, when the
random initialization of the weights is reflective invariant. Unfortunately this is not the case: Let
the randomness θ correspond to a random initialization of the weight vector w0 = (s, 0, . . . , 0),
with s ∈ {−1, 1} generated uniformly at random (so w0 = sw?). This is a reflective invariant
initialization. On the first training example x1, the bottom neurons evaluate tow>0 x1 = sy1, so the
upper layers (getting y1 as feedback) can in principle learn to multiply the result by s again to get
ŷ1 = y1. On unseen examples xi, the bottom neurons again evaluate to w>xi = w>0 xi = syi, and
multiplying by s by upper layers gives zero loss.
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Appendix C. Hadamard matrix as an exponential expansion

The simplest way to construct Hadamard matrices of dimension d = 2q is to use the following
recursive construction credited to Sylvester (Sylvester, 1867):

H1 = [1], H2 =

[
1 1
1 −1

]
, . . . , Hq+1 =

[
Hq Hq

Hq −Hq

]
.

Note that the first row and column of these matrices only consists of +1’s. We make use of this
convenient fact in the paper.

Curiously enough this matrix is an expansion of all log d ±1 bit patterns to 2d product features.
For example, for d = 3:

d

log d︷ ︸︸ ︷



+ + +
− + +
+ − +
− − +
+ + −
− + −
+ − −
− − −


ψ−→

d︷ ︸︸ ︷

+ + + + + + + +
+ − + − + − + −
+ + − − + + − −
+ − − + + − − +
+ + + + − − − −
+ − + − − + − +
+ + − − − − + +
+ − − + − + + −



b 1 b 2 b 3 1 b 1 b 2

b 1
b 2 b 3

b 1
b 3

b 2
b 3

b 1
b 2
b 3

Recall that the XOR product features are hard to learn (modulo cryptographic assumptions) by
any time efficient algorithm from the log d bit patterns when the features are noisy (Bogdanov et al.,
2019). However the above exponential expansion ψ makes it possible for the EGU algorithm or its
close relative the GD trained spindly network to crack this cryptographically hard problem using
essentially log d examples (albeit in time that is exponential in log d).9 In the noisy case, the number
of examples also only grows with log d (Amid and Warmuth (2020b)). Note that log d is also the
Vapnik Chervonienkis dimension of the XOR problem.

Can kernel based algorithm also learn this noisy XOR problem? First observe that the dot
product between two size d, ψ-expanded feature vectors (i.e. rows of the Hadamard matrix) can be
computed in O(log d) time using the following reformulation of the dot product:

ψ(b)·ψ(b̃) =
∑

I⊆1.. log d

∏
i∈I

bib̃i =

log d∏
i=1

(1+bib̃i) .

This looks promising! However already in (Warmuth and Vishwanathan, 2005) it was shown that
the Hadamard problem (a reformulation of the XOR problem as seen above) cannot be learned in
a sample efficient way by any kernel method using any kernel feature map φ (including the above
one): After receiving k of the d examples, the averaged loss on all d example is at least 1− k/d. The
key in these lower bounds is to average over features and examples, and also exploit the fact that the

9. The same exponentially many product features can also be used on learn DNF formulas sample efficiently using the
Winnow algorithm (which is EGU w.r.t. the hinge loss instead of EGU w.r.t. the square loss that has been discussed
in this paper). However simulating Winnow for this purpose has been shown to be #P-complete (Khardon et al.,
2005).
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weight space of kernel method has low rank and the SVD spectrum of the instance matrixH is flat:
log d 1

d,1
. In this paper we greatly expand this proof methodology in Section 6. Notice that before

the expansion, the SVD spectrum of the d× log d matrix of all bit patterns has the much shorter flat
SVD spectrum of log d 1

log d,1
.

Appendix D. Completing the proof of Theorem 5

Since the target h has an equal number of ± labels, the number of positive unseen labels q is a
random variable which follows a hyper geometric distribution, i.e. the number of successes in d−k
draws without replacement from a population of size d that contains d/2 successes. Thus the mean
and variance are

E[q] =
d− k

2
and Var(q) =

(d− k)k

4(d− 1)
= E[q2]− (E[q])2 .

The expected total loss on all unseen examples is thus at least

4

d− k
E[q(d− k − q)] =

4

d− k
(E[q](d− k)− E[q2])

=
4

d− k

(
(d− k)2

2
−Var(q)− (d− k)2

4

)
= (d− k)− k

d− 1
= d− kd

d− 1
. �

Appendix E. Proof of Theorem 6

We start by showing that a rotation invariant algorithm has the same average expected (with respect
to a random draw of X) loss for any w? with ‖w?‖ = 1. Indeed take two such vectors w?

1 and
w?

2 and note that there exists an orthogonal transformation U such that w?
2 = Uw?

1. Due to
rotation invariance of the Gaussian distribution, the instance matrix X has the same distribution
as the instance matrix XU>, and thus the average expected loss of any algorithm on problem
(X,Xw?

1) and (XU>,XUw?
1) = (XU>,Xw?

2) is the same. Additionally, if the algorithm is
rotation invariant, its predictions (and thus the average loss) on the problems (XU>,Xw?

2) and
(XU>U ,Xw?

2) = (X,Xw?
2) are the same. Thus, we conclude that a rotation invariant algorithm

has the same average expected loss on (X,Xw?
1) and (X,Xw?

2).
We now consider a problem in which w? itself is drawn uniformly from a unit sphere in Rd,

and show that every algorithm (not necessarily rotation invariant) has average expected loss at least
(1− k/d)2 on all examples (where the expectation is with respect to a random choice ofw? andX).
It then follows from the previous paragraph that a rotation invariant algorithm has average expected
loss at least (1− k/d)2 for any choice of w?.

Thus, let w? be drawn uniformly from a unit sphere. The covariance matrix of w? is cI from
the spherical symmetry of the distribution, and c is easily shown to be 1/d:

cd = tr(cI) = tr
(
E
[
w?w?>

])
= E

[
tr(w?w?>)

]
= E

[
‖w?‖2

]
= E[1] = 1 .
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Let (X1:k,:,y1:k) be a subset of k examples seen by the algorithm. Take any unseen example xi
(i > k). Decompose the loss of the algorithm on this example as E[(yi− ŷi)] = E[y2i − 2ŷiyi + ŷ2],
where the expectation is over both w? andX . The first term is easy to calculate:

E[y2i ] = E[x>i w
?w?>xi] = E[x>i Ew? [w?w?>]︸ ︷︷ ︸

=I/d

xi] =
1

d
E[‖xi‖2] =

d

d
= 1 ,

where we used the fact that E[‖xi‖2] = tr(E[xix
>
i ]) = tr(I) = d.

For the second term, decomposew? = w‖+w⊥, into the part within the span of the seen exam-
ples (rows ofX1:k,:), and the part orthogonal to the span: w‖ ∈ span{X1:k,:},w⊥ ⊥ span{X1:k,:}.
Note that w? = w‖ +w⊥ has the same distribution as w−? = w‖ −w⊥. The is easily seen if we
eigen decomposeX>1:k,:X1:k,: =

∑r
j=1 λivjv

>
j , where r = rank(X1:k,:) ≤ k, and form an orthog-

onal matrix U = 2
∑r

j=1 vjv
>
j − I . Since v>j w⊥ = 0 for any j ≤ r and w‖ ∈ span(v1, . . . ,vr),

Uw? = Uw‖ +Uw⊥ = w‖ −w⊥ = w−? ,

so the two vectors are rotations of each other, therefore having the same distribution. Note that
the prediction of the algorithm ŷi does not depend on w⊥, because the labels y‖ observed by the
algorithm only depend on w‖: yj = x>j w

? = x>j w‖ for any xj ∈ span{X1:k,:}. Thus:

E[ŷi yi] = E[ŷ x>i w
?] =

1

2
E[ŷx>i (w? +w−?)] =

1

2
E[2 ŷ x>i w‖]

= E[ŷ x>‖ w‖] = E[ŷ x>‖ w
?] ,

where x‖ is a projection of xi onto span{X1:k,:}, and we used the facts that x>i w‖ = (x‖ +

x⊥)>w‖ = x>‖ w‖ and similarly that x>‖ w
? = x>‖ (w‖ +w⊥) = x>‖ w‖. This gives:

E[(yi − ŷi)2] = E[y2i − 2ŷiyi + ŷ2i ] = 1 + E
[
ŷ2i − 2 ŷi x

>
‖ w

?
]
.

The term under expectation is minimized for ŷi = x>‖ w
?:

E[(yi − ŷi)] ≥ 1− E[(x>‖ w
?)2] .

We now upper bound the last expectation:

E[(x>‖ w
?)2] = E[x>‖ Ew? [w?w?>]︸ ︷︷ ︸

=I/d

x‖] =
1

d
E[‖x‖‖2] ≤

k

d
.

The last inequality follows from the fact that when conditioning onX1:k,: and taking expectation
with respect to xi:

Exi [‖x‖‖2] =

r∑
j=1

Exi

[
(v>j xi)

2
]

=
r∑
j=1

u>j Exi [xix
>
i ]︸ ︷︷ ︸

=I

uj =
r∑
i=1

‖uj‖2 = r ,

where r = rank(X1:k,:) and {u1, . . . ,ur} are the eigenvectors ofX>1:k,:X1:k,: with non-zero eigen-
values (which form a basis for span(X1:k,:)). As xi was chosen arbitrarily, the expected loss on
every unseen example is thus at least 1− k

d . Lower bounding the loss on the seen examples by zero,
the average expected loss is at least

1

d

(
0 · k +

(
1− k

d

)
· (d− k)

)
=

(
1− k

d

)2

.
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Appendix F. Proof of Theorem 7 (optimality of least-squares)

The least squares algorithm predicts with

w = X†1:k,:y1:k = X†1:k,:X1:k,:w
? .

Note thatX†1:k,:X1:k,: is an orthogonal projection onto span ofX1:k,: . Let P = I−X†1:k,:X1:k,: be
the complementary projection. For any unseen example xi, the algorithm predicts with ŷt = x>i w
and incurs loss

(yi − ŷi)2 = (x>i w
? − x>i X

†
1:k,:X1:k,:w

?)2 = (x>i Pw
?)2 = w?>(Pxix

>
i P )w? .

Taking expectation over xi:

Exi [(yi − ŷi)2] = w?>(P Exi [xix
>
i ]︸ ︷︷ ︸

=I

P )w? = w?Pw? ,

where we used PP = P from the properties of the projection operator. Taking expectation over
X1:k,: we get E[P ] = cI , for some constant c ≥ 0, due to spherical symmetry of the distribution of
X . The constant c can be evaluated to d−k

d by:

cd = tr(cI) = tr(E[P ]) = E[tr(P )] = E[rank(P )] = d− k ,

where we used the fact that due to spherical symmetry of the distribution, with probability one all
rows inX are in general positions and thus any d−k rows ofX span a subspace of rank d−k. Thus
the loss on any unseen example is given by E[(yi − ŷi)2] = d−k

d ‖w
?‖2 = d−k

d , while the loss on
every seen example is zero, as x>i w = x>i X

†
1:k,:X1:k,:w

? = x>i w
? = yi for any i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.

Thus, the total loss expected loss on all examples is (d−k)(1− k/d), which translates to the average
expected loss of

(
1− k

d

)2.

Appendix G. Proof of Theorem 12

Consider a two-layer network with fully connected linear layers having weights W (1)

d,h
and w(2)

h,1

where d is the input dimension and h is the number of hidden units. Given input Xtr
k,d

=X1:k,: and

target ytr
k,1

=y1:k, we consider the squared loss 1/2 ‖XtrW
(1)w(2) − ytr︸ ︷︷ ︸
:= δ

k,1

‖2. The following theorem

characterized the column span of the combined weightsW (1)w(2) after seeing examples inXtr.

Theorem 13 Let W (1)
0
d,h

and w(2)
0
h,1

be the initial weights of a two layer fully connected linear net-

work. After seeing examples Xtr with GD training on any target ytr, the weights have the form
W (1) = W

(1)
0 + X>tr (AXtrW

(1)
0 + a (w

(2)
0 )>) and w(2) = cw

(2)
0 + (W

(1)
0 )>X>tr b for some

c ∈ R, A
k,d

, a
k,1

, and b
k,1

.
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Proof The proof proceeds by induction on the updates (we used tilde to denote objects after the
update):

W̃ (1) = W (1) − η∇W (1)L

= W (1) − ηX>tr δ(w(2))>

= W (1) − ηX>tr δ(cw
(2)
0 + (W

(1)
0 )>X>tr b)

>

= W
(1)
0 +X>tr ((A− ηδb>)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ã

XtrW
(1)
0 + (a− cηδ)︸ ︷︷ ︸

ã

(w
(2)
0 )>) ,

w̃(2) = w(2) − η∇w(2)L

= w(2) − η(W (1))>X>tr δ

= cw
(2)
0 + (W

(1)
0 )>X>tr b−

(
η(W

(1)
0 )> + η ((W

(1)
0 )>X>tr A

> +w
(2)
0 a>)Xtr

)
X>tr δ

= (c− η a>XtrX
>
tr δ)︸ ︷︷ ︸

c̃

w
(2)
0 + (W

(1)
0 )>X>tr (b− η (I +A>Xtr)X

>
tr δ)︸ ︷︷ ︸

b̃

.

Proof of Theorem 12 We simply combine the observations of Theorem 13:

W (1)w(2) =
(
W

(1)
0 +X>tr (AXtrW

(1)
0 + a (w

(2)
0 )>)

)(
cw

(2)
0 + (W

(1)
0 )>X>tr b

)
= cW

(1)
0 w

(2)
0 +W

(1)
0 (W

(1)
0 )>X>tr b+X>tr (AXtrW

(1)
0 + a (w

(2)
0 )>)w(2),

which lies in the span of [W
(1)
0 w

(2)
0 ,W

(1)
0 (W

(1)
0 )>X>tr ,Xtr].

Note that if W (1)
0 (W

(1)
0 )> = I

d,d
for d ≥ h, then W (1)w(2) lies in the column span of

[W
(1)
0 w

(2)
0 ,X>tr ] and the rank becomes at most k+ 1. Alternatively forW (1)

0 = 0, thenW (1)w(2)

lies in the column span ofX>tr which has rank at most k.
In general however, the rank argument for linear fully connected neural networks becomes

weaker when the number of layers is increased to 3, 4, . . . , while experimentally, the average loss
does not improve but increasing the number of layers.

Appendix H. Concentration of SVD spectrum of random ±1 matrices

Using techniques from (Davidson and Szarek, 2003) and (Meckes, 2004), we will show that the sum
of the last d− k square singular values of a random d× d ±1 matrix is concentrated around 1− ckd ,
where c > 0 is a constant independent of d.

Theorem 14 Let M ∈ {±1}d×d be a random matrix and s1 ≥ s2 . . . ≥ sd denote its singular
values. Then, there is a constant cE ≥ 1 that does not depend on d such that for all t ≥ c ≈ 7.09,

P

[
1

d2

d∑
i=k+1

s2i ≥ 1− k

d

(
cE +

t√
d

)2
]
≥ 1− 4 exp(−(t− c)2

4
) . (5)

So for t =
√
d, the theorem says that the probability that Q is at least 1− c′ kd (for some constant c′

independent of d) is exponentially close to 1.
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The following intermediate theorem bounds the expectation and median of the largest singular
values of a random±1 matrix. It also shows the concentration of the matrix norm around its median.
We use E[X] and M[X] to denote the expectation and median of a random variable X . Recall that
the probability of a random variable taking a value below the median is at most 0.5.

Theorem 15 ((Davidson and Szarek, 2003; Meckes, 2004)) Let M ∈ {±1}d×d be a random ma-
trix, s1 ≥ s2 . . . ≥ sd denote its singular values, E := E[s1], and M := M[s1]. Then

√
d ≤ E ≤ cE

√
d and

√
d ≤M ≤ cM

√
d , (6)

where cE , cM ≥ 1 are constants that do not depend on d. We also have that for all non-negative t,

P [ |s1 −M | ≥ t] ≤ 4 exp(−t2/4) . (7)

Since s1 is highly concentrated around its median, the following corollary shows that it is also
highly concentrated around its mean:

Corollary 16 Let M, E, M , and si as above. Then for all t ≥ c = 4
3
2 Γ(32) ≈ 7.09,

P [ |s1 − E| ≥ t] ≤ 4 exp(−(t− c)2/4) .

Proof By definition of expectation and Eq. (7)

|E −M | = |E[s1]−M | ≤ E |s1 −M |

:=

∫ ∞
0

P [ |s1 −M | ≥ t] dt

≤ 4

∫ ∞
0

exp(−t2/4) dt = 4
3
2 Γ(

3

2
) = c .

Using Eq. (7) and the above inequality

P [ |s1 − E| ≥ t] ≤ P [ |s1 −M |+ |M − E| ≥ t]
≤ P [ |s1 −M | ≥ t− c]
≤ 4 exp(−(t− c)2/4) .

We are now ready to prove Theorem 14 which shows that, with high probability, the SVD spectrum
of M does not decay rapidly.

Proof of Theorem 14: From the previous corollary, using E, t ≥ 0, we have

P [s21 < (E + t)2] ≥ P [E − t < s1 < E + t]

≥ 1− 4 exp(−(t− c)2/4) ,

and hence

P [d2 − ks21 > d2 − k(E + t)2] ≥ 1− 4 exp(−(t− c)2/4) . (8)
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The fact that s1 ≥ s2 . . . ≥ sd and
∑

i s
2
i = ||M ||2F :=

∑
i,j |Mi,j |2 = d2, jointly imply that∑

i>k s
2
i ≥ d2 − ks21. Using this and Eq. (8), we obtain

P

[
1

d2

d∑
i=k+1

s2i ≥ 1− k

d2
(E + t)2

]
≥ 1− 4 exp(−(t− c)2/4) .

Since E ≤ cE
√
d (see Eq.(6)), the LHS of the above inequality is upper bounded by

P

[
1

d2

d∑
i=k+1

s2i ≥ 1− k

d

(
cE +

t√
d

)2
]
,

and the theorem follows.
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